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BaC0 3 mesocrystals: new morphologies using peptide-polymer
conjugates as crystallization modifierst
Tongxin Wang,ab James Mitchell,b Hans Borner,:j:a Helmut Colfen§*a and
Markus Antonietti*a
DOl: lO.1039jcOcp00819b
Nanocrystal superstructures of barium carbonate (BaC0 3) which exhibit unusual morphologies
are obtained by the carbon dioxide vapor diffusion technique in the presence of poly(ethylene
oxide)-block-eicosa aspartate (PEO-b-AsP2o). The highly effective bioconjugate acts as a crystal
growth modifier over a broad range of concentrations. Instead of commonly observed branched
needles, the morphology can be systematically varied along different twinned growth patterns
towards well-defined branched dumbbells. Detailed analysis of the crystal substructures with high
resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) discloses a
potential growth mechanism of the superstructures and reveals the role of the polymeric
bioconjugate therein.

Introduction
The controlled growth of crystal superstructures with defined
features e.g. hierarchical organization, spatial orientation,
porosity, distinct functional and mechanical interfaces from
the nanometre toward the micrometre scale is of interest to
realize modern strategies ofnanoscience and nanochemistry.I.2
Besides, fundamental understanding of the formation processes
of crystals or inorganic--organic hybrids affects also many
practical applications. As nucleation and growth are delicately
balanced, sensitive processes, crystallization can be conveniently
modified by the addition of nucleation agents, crystal or
crystal-precursor stabilizers. 2 During recent decades it became
established that in general ternary components like for instance
a broad choice of (co)solvents,3 low molecular additives,
surfactants and functional polymers affect crystallization
processes (for recent reviews, cl to the following ref. 4-17).
In addition to classical nucleation and growth control,
also non-classical pathways of crystallization have been
identified. 5.9,18-21 These routes proceed via colloidal intermediates, directed assembly of nano-scaled building blocks
and mesoscale transformation. 5,9,18-21 In the case of a nonclassical crystallization process, crystalline structures are not
constructed by the addition of single ions onto nucleated
crystals, but instead by the assembly and/or transformation
of larger tectonic units. Mesoscale assembly and transformation
was reported not only to take place for inorganic crystalline
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solids such as iron oxides,22 cerium oxide,23 copper oxalates,6
copper oxides,24 or barium sulfates,25 but also for crystalline
organic systems like D,L-alanine26 and biominerals. 27 ,28 There
are many more examples, which are summarized in recent
overviews. 9, 18-21
The role of polymer additives within those directed
mesoscale assembly processes is manifold, and often multiple
functions can be dedicated to the additives as discussed in
detail in previous contributions. 29- 32 For instance, polymer
additives like double hydrophilic block copolymers 33 bind ions
by electrostatic counter ion condensation. On the one hand
this down regulates (blocks) the classical ionic growth path.
On the other hand, a suitable template is provided that
influences the geometry of the crystal nuclei and thus sets
the stage for crystal shape control at a rather early phase. It
should be noted that a similar multi functional character can be
found in biological molecules, suspected to take part in
biological crystal control. Metastable intermediates, such as
amorphous precursor structures, are colloidally stabilized by a
surface layer of polymers. In the ongoing crystallization
process, the polymer can alter the shape of the developing
nanocrystals by selective adsorption and/or enrichment onto
specific crystal faces. The adsorbed polymer additives are
frequently dynamic enough to induce and guide the directed
aggregation. Through a change of interaction potential 30 the
assembly can be impressively directional and anisotropic. 34
Such a structure formation is clearly different to the classical
crystallization process, which points back to early last century.35
The specific reasons for a vectorial alignment of mesoscopic
building units with respect to each other as well as the
possibility to obtain crystalline superstructures with architectures
and geometries very different from the primary building blocks
are currently explored. 29- 32,35,36 In a recent study, a peptidepolymer conjugate has been introduced as a well-defined
model system, which exhibited a monodisperse peptide segment
as functional block. The poly(ethylene oxide)-block-eicosa
aspartate (PEO-b-AsP2o) assures a sharply defined structureproperty relationship due to the absence of chemical- and
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molecular weight distributions in the functional ASP20 segment.
The additive proved to act as a very effective double hydrophilic block copolymer that showed the onset of modification
activity already at concentrations of I ppm. 31 The low
concentration of additive molecules required suggests a high
dynamics within the crystal-additive interactions and excludes
somehow the naive pictures of static additives that block
distinct crystal surfaces to gain structural control of crystal
growth.
It is the focus of the present contribution to extend these
primary observations on PEO-b-AsP20 controlled calcite
mesocrystals to a related mineral system, barium carbonate.
BaC0 3 crystallizes dominantly in the witherite polymorph and
thus constitutes an ideal candidate to investigate the variation
of the meso-morphology over a broad range of PEO-b-AsP20
concentration without being concerned by a transition of
crystal polymorph. We hope to provide additional evidence
to understand how and at which step the polymer interferes
with the crystallization process and how mesostructure
alignment can be well controlled.

Experimental
Instrumentation

Optical microscopy in solution and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) were applied to all samples. The SEM
measurements were performed on a LEO 1550 GEMINI
instrument. Optical microscopy images were taken for samples
in solution with an Olympus BX50 or BX41 microscope
connected to a MONACOR TVCCD-460 colour camera.
Light scattering was conducted on a Malvern zeta nano-sizer.
The surface cleavage of the crystal faces, the unit cell structure,
and the modeling of morphologies were performed with the
Cerius2 and Materials Studio 4.3 software (Accelrys).
Materials
The following chemicals were purchased from the indicated
suppliers and were used without further purification: BaCI 2·
2H 2 0 (Fluka, :2: 99%), (NH 4hC0 3 (Fluka). Fmoc Asp(tBu)
OH, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, peptide grade), and
2-(1 H-benzotriazol-I-yl)-I, I ,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) were received from IRIS Biotech, Germany.
Double distilled water was used for the preparation of the
crystallization solutions.
Bioconjugate synthesis
The PEO-b-AsP20 conjugate was synthesized by an inverse
conjugation route, following standard FastMoc protocols
(double coupling) for solid-phase supported peptide synthesis
(SPPS).37 PEO pre-Ioaded polystyrene resin (0.24 mmol g-I;
M Il •PEO = 3200 g mol-I, Mw/M" = 1.06) was applied. 38 The
Table 1

peptide segment was assembled by sequential addition of
Fmoc Asp(tBu) OH amino acid derivative on an ABI433A
peptide synthesizer. 39 The SPPS was performed in NMP, and
HBTU facilitated the formation of the amide bond. 38 After
liberation of the conjugate from the support, the fully
deprotected conjugate was isolated by precipitation in diethyl
ether and purified by dialysis against Millipore water
(MWCO 3000) to obtain the conjugate in 62% yield. IH
NMR spectroscopy confirmed the chemical structure of the
conjugate: (j = 2.84 (br m, ~40 H, ~CH2' Asp), 3.69 (br m,
280 H, CH 2CH 2 (PEO», 4.76 (br m, 20 H, cxCH, Asp) ppm.
Crystallization
The mineralization was performed by using a CO 2 gas
diffusion setup as described by Addadi and coworkers. 40 All
glassware including glass bottles and small pieces of glass
substrates were cleaned as follows: firstly sonicated in ethanol,
then rinsed with distilled water, further soaked with a
H 20-HN0 3 (65%)-H 2 02 (I : I : I, v/v/v) solution, then
rinsed with doubly distilled H 20, and finally dried at room
temperature. Crystallization was performed in a closed
desiccator at room temperature with the concentrations of
the BaCI2 and PEO-b-AsP20 conjugate as the independent
variables (Table I). The crystallization mixture was distributed
equally into several glass bottles with a glass slide (I mL
volume per bottle). The bottles were sealed with Parafilm and
punctured three times with a needle before placing the bottles
into the desiccator (inner diameter 250 mm). Two glass vials
filled with 2 g of freshly crushed ammonium carbonate were
sealed with Parafilm, punched with three holes and placed at
the bottom of the desiccator. Crystal growth kinetics was
obtained by removing crystallization bottles from the desiccator
at different times. Immediately after samples were taken, the
solution was investigated by particle size measurement via
light scattering. The glass slide with the crystals was rinsed
with distilled water and examined by optical microscopy
followed by SEM after drying at room temperature.

Results and discussion
With the presented crystallization set-up and procedure, free
barium carbonate crystallization without polymer gives within
I day highly intergrown, dendritic crystalline brushes of
needles, depicted in Fig. I. X-Ray diffraction analysis
confirmed the presence of pure Witherite (BaC0 3) with cell
constants a = 6.433, b = 5.315, c = 8.904 (orthorhombic
structure; space group Pnma).
For the polymer controlled crystallization, a reasonable
working window of Ba2+ concentrations between 2.5-10 mM
and a polymer concentration window of 0.1 g L --1-1 g L- I
were identified. The corresponding samples are summarized in
Table I.

Sample code for crystals prepared from different concentrations of polymer and Ba>
[Ba l

[Polymer] = 1.0 g L -I
[Polymer] = 0.5 g L 1
[Polymer] = 0.1 g L- 1

Aa
Ab
Ac

']

lO mM

[Ba 2l
Ba
Bb
Bc

] =

5 mM

[Ba 2 '] = 2.5 mM
Ca
Cb
Cc
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Fig. 1 Default crystals of witherite, crystallized at 10 mM Ba 2 '
concentration by the CO 2-gas diffusion method without additives.

For all polymer concentrations of 1.0 g L -I and higher
(samples Aa, Ba, Ca) or high relative polymer concentration
(Bb and Cb), homogeneous nucleation of crystal structures
was essentially blocked, and only heterogeneous growth from
defects on the glass slides was found. The morphology of the
resulting structures however is quite interesting, as depicted in
Fig. 2. Crystals from the highest polymer concentration
(1.0 g L -I) show semi-spherical structure/spheres nucleated
from the glass slides), no matter whether the Ba2 + concentration
is IO mM, 5 mM or 2.5 mM (Fig. 2: Aa, Ba, Ca). In
comparison to that, all the crystals show dumbbell structures
when the polymer concentration is lowest (0.1 g L -I)
(Fig. 2: Ac, Bc, Cc). This indicates that the polymer/Ba 2 +
ratio plays a key role in the morphological control. The crystal
morphology is a result of the competitive effect between
polymer modification and inorganic crystal growth of BaC03 .
A higher polymer/Ba2 + ratio leads to strong surface modification,

and a close-to-spherical structure is formed. However, at lower
polymer/Ba2 + ratio, less polymer leads to weaker modification,
thus crystallization is dominated by the driving force of
directional BaC03 growth. Most interesting is the development
of crystal morphology for the intermediate polymer concentration (0.5 g L -I, Fig. 2: Ab, Bb, Cb) which nicely confirms
this hypothesis. In this case, the highest Ba 2 + concentration
(10 mM, Fig. 2: Ab) with the lowest polymer/Ba 2 + ratio leads
to a dumbbell structure while the other two lower Ba 2 +
concentration lead to spherical structures (Fig. 2: Bb, Cb).
At high polymer concentrations, the overall shape of the
heteronucleated crystal superstructures is about semicircular
with a diameter of 30-50 J.un, with the outside of the
superstructures being very rough and being composed of
porous, inter-grown crystals (Fig. 3: Aa, Ba and Ca). We
attribute the intracrystalline porosity, which is independent of
Ba 2 + concentration, to the remainders of included polymer
additives, as it was reported for latex particles and Zn041 or
for pores in CaC0 3 templated by micelles. 42 The crystal
growth seems to occur along the tips of the subcrystals, thus
preserving the roughness and high surface area of the
structures throughout crystal growth. It is obvious that such
a structure does not comply with simple pictures of surface
area minimization or Ostwald ripening. Interestingly, the
surface structure is getting finer and more differentiated
(or the corresponding number of growth tips larger) when
the relative amount of polymer is increased (Aa to Ca). This
will be discussed in context of the other experiments below.
For lower polymer concentrations, a morphology change
is observed. Besides a few heterogeneously nucleated
structures similar to those previously discussed, the majority
of material is crystallizing homogeneously from solution

Fig. 2 Overview image of crystals obtained from different concentrations of polymer and Ba2+ listed in Table I.
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Fig. 3 Highly magnified images of crystals obtained from different concentrations of polymer and Ba 2 + listed in Table I. The inset higher
magnified images of the surface characteristics indicate the surface roughness, nano-scale sub units and porosity.

towards a very special elongated morphology. This is
exemplarily shown for sample Ab (addition of O.S g L -I of
PEO-b-Asp2o to a lO mM Ba 2 + solution) in Fig. 3: Ab.
These crystals are composed of nanoparticles, and selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) shows an oriented spot
pattern which is characteristic for mesocrystals (Fig. 4).
It is well possible that the SAED in Fig. 4 does not correspond
to that of a single BaC0 3 crystal due to microtoming
artifacts of the brittle embedded mesocrystals, but the spot
like pattern even without arcs shows a very high mutual
orientation of the nanoparticles in the mesocrystal shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig.4 TEM on a microtome cut of sample Ab, the brittle mesocrystal
sample, and the corresponding SAED image of the TEM micrograph
area showing a spot diffraction pattern.

The crystalline species Ab are much smaller than the
spherical ones at higher polymer concentration and very
homogeneous in morphology and size. This is due to the
control provided by the polymer. The morphology has
changed to peanut-like crystal superstructures with an overall
length of about lO ~m and a cross-section of about 2.S pm.
The inner structure is remarkably different from the center to
the tip of the structures: the constituting particles are smaller
and ill-defined in the middle, and structural porosity and
packing faults are clearly visible, whereas towards the tips
the constituting primary crystals are getting larger and
improve their mutual packing. The more disordered and
smaller nanoparticles in the inner structure are also associated
to a higher nanoparticJe solubility as an alternative explanation
for the observed defects.
The construction principle of the crystal superstructures is
getting clearer when this sample is compared to the related
structures made from 0.1 g L - I polymer concentration and
10 mM, S mM and 2.S mM Ba 2+ solution (the C-series)
(Fig. 3: Ac, Bc, and Cc). The peanut structures have grown
to a much larger size under those conditions (overall length ca.
S0-80 pm), which reflects the fact that less polymer allows for
less stabilization of nanoparticle building units and therefore
formation of a lower number of mesocrystals. Sample Ac
has expressed a more complicated peanut like morphology
discussed below, whereas for the two lower mineral concentrations, the mesoscale assemblies develop defined joint outer
crystal faces. The superstructures are still twinned and grow in
two opposite directions, but develop in the centre perpendicular
to the growth direction either in a rectangular or a hexagonal
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cross section. Rectangular and hexagonal cross-sections are
co-occurring in both samples.
Each of the sides of the superstructure opens up to
7 branches, with one central and six side arms reflecting the
hexagonal symmetry perpendicular to the growth direction.
For sample Bc, the branches are stilI closed towards the overall
peanut shape, whereas for sample Cc the lower mineral
concentration allows the development of clearly separated
branches, with an opening angle being constant throughout
the sample of about 125°.
This branching is reminiscent to a similar growth pattern
described by Kniep et al. for fluoroapatite in gelatin
matrices,43-46 where, however, some generations of branches
were observed. Our BaC03 model system obviously stops at
the first step and allows us to analyse the single branching step.
Looking at the equilibrium morphology of the orthorhombic
witherite, the construction principle of the mesocrystals can be
qualitatively understood (Fig. 5) on the basis of classical
crystallization of the nanoparticle subunits. It is important
to note in this respect that the primary nanoparticles, which
are needed to construct the mesocrystals, are nucleated via a
classical crystallization and growth process and can therefore

be modelled. The {liD} family of four faces is polar and can be
purely cationic or anionic (Fig. SI, ESIt). It is therefore a high
energy face and according to Wulff's rule 35 a growth face. The
same is true for the {OD I} faces, which are however not
expressed in the morphology (Fig. S2, ESIt). These faces are
adsorption faces for the negatively charged polymer block
and thus get blocked from further growth making up the
nanoparticle building units. The hexagonal cross section along
the c-direction becomes expressed (Fig. 5c) and can explain the
observed branching into 7 branches. From these considerations,
the c-axis can be considered as the long axis of the dumbbell
structures.
Besides the micron-sized mesocrystals shown in Fig. 2 and 3,
we observe coexisting nanoparticles in solution by dynamic
light scattering (DLS). The particle sizes from solution are
dependent on either the concentration of polymer or Ba2+ ,
respectively (Fig. 6). Higher concentration of either polymer
or Ba 24 leads to a larger nanoparticle size during
crystallization. When the Ba2+ concentration is IQ mM, the
particle sizes are 364, 553 and 692 nm, respectively, with
increase of the polymer concentration (Fig. 6a). When the
polymer concentration is I g L -I, the highest Ba2+ concentration

Fig. 5 Morphology calculation of witherite in vacuum with Materials Studio 4.3. (Accelrys). The growth velocities of the different faces are
symbolized as arrows with the size/length of the arrows being proportional to the growth speed of the face. The crystal is viewed along the
(a) a-direction (b) b-direction and (c) c-direction.
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Fig. 6 Particle size distribution of intermediary species by light scattering from the solutions at 20 hours of crystallization, when (a) the Ba 2 '
concentration is 10 mM and the polymer concentration is 1.0 g L -I (Aa), 0.5 g L -I (Ab) or O. I g L-I (Ac) respectively, or when (b) the polymer
concentration is I g L-I and the Ba h concentration is 10 mM (Aa), 5 mM (Ba) or 2.5 mM (Ca), respectively.
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results in the largest particle size (692 nm for Aa in Fig. 6b),
while several other species with smaller particle sizes were
found at a lower polymer concentration.
The increase of the particle size in solution with increasing
polymer concentration is against the expected trend of
decreasing particle size with increasing polymer concentration
due to a better colloidal stabilization of the nanoparticles.
Since the particle size of the nanoparticles in solution is much
bigger than the size of the primary nanoparticles in the
mesocrystals (ca. 50-100 nm), the particles in solution detected
by DLS should be aggregates. Based on this assumption, we
can explain the data with the onset of "bridging aggregation",
which indeed is a standard effect increasing with polymer
concentration.
To reveal how the mesocrystals form, we looked at
the different growth stages. At first, the polymer certainly
sequesters Ba2+ ions, similar to Ca-ions. 32 Due to the
stabilizing PEO moieties, these complexes do not precipitate,
but form nanoscopic aggregates. DLS measurement shows
formation of 250 nm sized aggregates when mixing only the
polymer and Ba2+ ions at 1.0 g L -I and 10 mM, respectively.
Addition of CO 2 to these complexes transfers them into more
compact amorphous polymerjBaC03 jwater intermediates
with a size of 20-40 nm (TEM + SAED, data not shown),
which are at the upper end of the examined polymer
concentrations so stable that homogeneous nucleation can
be completely suppressed. This inhibition sets in at a polymer
concentration as low as 1.0 g L -I.
Time dependent dynamic light scattering (DLS) on the
whole investigated range of samples reveals the existence of
nanoparticles in solution already at early crystallization stages.
Fig. 7 shows the time dependent DLS on sample Aa ([polymer] =
1.0 g L -I and [Ba2+] = 10 mM). At a very early stage, e.g. 2 h,
three species with around 4 nm, 70 nm and 420 nm were
found, with the dominant species being the one with 420 nm.
This size is slightly larger than that of the mixture of polymer
and Ba2 + after addition of CO 2 (250 nm).
Increasing the crystallization time to 6 h, no obvious
difference of the particle size distribution in solution was
observed. When the crystallization time is 10 or 20 h, only
one species was found, which is 750 nm or 690 nm,
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Fig. 7 Time dependent particle size distribution by light scattering
from the solutions Aa ([Ba 2 +] = lO mM and [polymer] = 1.0 g L -I),

respectively. At this time, the mesocrystals have already
formed on the glass surface.
Since the initial polymer aggregates sequester Ba2+ ions,
it is reasonable to assume that these Ba-rich aggregates
also enrich the carbonate ions and thereby turn into the sites
for the nucleation of amorphous BaC0 3 nanoparticles. The
size of these nanoparticles is defined by colloidal stability and
the role of the polymer additive therein. Upon particle
collisions or coalescence, there are as many amorphous nanoparticles left as the system can stabilize, i.e. with respect to the
given conditions, the system is "critically stabilized"
and produces the minimal particle size possible. This size
seems to be around 50-100 nm (SEM and TEM) and is
remarkably monodisperse, as a result of this "primary
aggregation and growth process". Polymer bridging between
these particles results in slightly larger species to be followed in
DLS which in addition slightly grow throughout the course of
crystallization. Nevertheless, it is obvious throughout
the reaction that this species is feeding and supporting the
crystallization, as seen by the continuity of the time dependent
data in Fig. 7.
The notation "critically stabilized" is the key for the understanding of the following steps of the process, as it means that
the amorphous intermediate particles do not attract each
other (as otherwise they would have aggregated), but are
spontaneously attracted by any ternary body with only slightly
higher Hamaker constant, say a nucleation centre at the glass
surface or even another nanoparticle, which has turned in a
solid state transformation into a nanocrystaJ. That means
crystallization of the first nanoparticles (keeping about their
size) also sets the start for the aggregation towards the loosely
directional assemblyjrecrystallization process, which later
generates the matured mesocrystaJ. This aggregation force is
at the beginning admittedly weak, and the reSUlting aggregates
are only weakly organized, but with increasing size and
coupled aggregation strength, the perfection of assembly is
getting higher and higher, being "feeded" by still the same
colloidal solution species.
SEM investigation of me socrystals formed at [Ba 2 +] = 10 mM
and [polymer] = 0.1 g L -I also shows elliptical nanoparticle
superstructures (Fig. 8). These smaller structures with sizes of
5-10 !lm are found besides more developed larger dumbbell
shaped me so crystals (Fig. 8a). The early species all show the
hexagonal symmetry and a large number of defects are evident
due to packing imperfections and are similar to species
observed by Yu et al. in the presence of a phosphonated block
copolymer. 47 The pictures also clearly show that the structures
are composed of small elongated nanoparticles (ca. 50-100 nm
in diameter and 100-200 nm in length). It is notable that
despite the defects, the overall building principle of the
mesocrystal is preserved. A closer look on some mesocrystals
with built in defects reveal insights into the possible
building principle (Fig. 9). The early hexagonal mesocrystal
species already contain the information for the following
morphogenesis sequence into the dumbbell structures, which
show several arms. Nevertheless, these arms are less developed
than the ones for the particles shown in Fig. 3Cc which show
the six + one symmetry resulting from hexagonal precursor
particles.
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Fig.8 Representative mesocrystal from Ac ([polymer] = 0.1 g L-I and [Ba2+] = 10 mM) after one week: (a) or one day: (b), (c) and (d). The
defects in (b) and (c) also can be due to the effect of a dissolution process of more soluble and/or less oriented nanoparticle structures.

Fig. 9 SEM of defect aggregates in sample Ac. These defects can be also due to the effect of a dissolution process of more soluble and/or less
oriented nanoparticle structures.

For the sample with highest Ba2+ -supersaturation and
lowest polymer concentration (Fig. 3: Ac), the dumbbell
structures are less defined. Both sides of the dumbbell are
more curved, with an opening angle in the center of about 90°.
The fact that this opening angle depends in a continuous
fashion on Ba2+ -concentration speaks against controlled
twinning and underlines the role of intermolecular electric
splay fields as a source of long range organization, which are
stronger for higher Ba2+ -concentrations.
The branching is still along a crude, six-fold symmetry, but
some structures contain more than one ring of branches, that
is the radial break-up is stronger. The defect event depicted in
Fig. 10, where two superstructures were growing by coincidence
very close to each other, indicates the importance of strong
fields throughout particle alignment and the set-up of the
superstructure. Both structures are bent towards each other,
11990

Fig. 10 Evidence for the importance of electric fields for the set-up of
the nanoparticle superstructures in sample Ac ([polymer] = 0.1 g L- 1
and [Ba 2+] = 10 mmol L-I). Both superstructures are bent towards
each other against the expectation (see text).

whereas for diffusive mass control, they would be bent away
from each other (as the interior would be depleted of matter).
In addition, two crystal branches are folded from the structures
by attraction from the other unit, with an exact anti-parallel
arrangement in the middle. This arrangement is typical for
the action of electric dipole fields, while the anti parallel
orientation gives a maximal compensation of the two
"deviating" units.

Discussion and conclusion
The slow crystallization of barium carbonate by the gas
diffusion technique in the presence of a special, ion and
mineral binding PEO-b-polyaspartate block copolymer
yielded, in dependence of varying Ba 2 + and polymer concentrations, a family of well-defined crystalline mesostructures,
i.e. regular scaffolds composed of well-separated, but almost
perfectly 3-dimensionally aligned nanocrystals. By using
HRSEM and following the development of the structures in
dependence of concentration, it was possible to reveal the
inner architecture principles of these mesocrystals and the role
of the polymer modifier therein.
At high polymer concentration, slower heterogeneous
nucleation on the walls leads to about hemispherical objects
with intergrown surface spikes. HRSEM reveals that those
spikes are both porous as well as composed of smaller building
blocks ca. 20-50 nm in size. These superstructures grow by
attraction of the amorphous intermediates and mesoscale
transformation towards the final crystalline assemblies;
classical crystallization processes are not obviously involved.
As the surface reliefs are getting finer and more differentiated
with lower Ba2 + and coupled higher polymer concentration, it
is deduced that also the amorphous building units are smaller
with high polymer stabilizer concentration, a reasonable and
common behavior.
Lowering the polymer concentration below a critical value
of about 0.5 g L -I, homogeneous nucleation can set in, and a
family of dumbbell-like crystal superstructures is observed. In
this region, the homogeneously formed mesostructures are
getting smaller with higher absolute polymer concentration.
This translates into the fact that the number of seeds for
mesoscale assembly is increasing with increasing polymer
concentration. We therefore can clearly exclude that
mesocrystal nucleation is caused by missing stabilization by
the polymer; it is rather a property of the polymer stabilized
nanoparticulate intermediates as such. It was speculated that
nucleation of the mesostructures comes with the crystallization
of individual amorphous nanoparticles, which (because of
crystallization) turn colloidally unstable in an otherwise
critically stabilized collective dispersion state and turn into
the nucleus of a growing mesocrystal. Such nucleation events
go with the concentration or even higher exponents of their
concentration.
Definition and outer shape of the dumbbell structurcs
depends also on the mineral concentration: at the lower end
of polymer concentration, low Ba 2 + concentrations lead to
more organized and more facetted assembly structures,
whereas higher Ba2+ concentrations give highly curved
objects. We relate this to the speed and the inversely coupled

perfection of the mesoscale assembly of the nanoparticles: the
higher the intermediate concentration, the faster the growth,
and the more structural defects are trapped in the structure.
For the lowest polymer and lowest ion concentration of our
series, i.e. the most "ideal" growth conditions, rather well
facetted superstructures with seven crystal branches on each
side of the dumbbell are observed. Polarized optical images
indicate the uniform orientation of the building blocks within
the dumbbell structure (Fig. S3, ESlt). HRSEM allowed us to
depict the construction principles of those superstructures,
which are finely textured and full of pores in the middle of
the structures (and therefore at the beginning of growth),
whereas the assembly is driven to more perfected structures
at the 14 tips and therefore at the end of the assembly
processes. This means that the structure-organizing fields are
growing with the structure as such, that is the fields originate
from the coherent addition of elemental fields from the
primary crystalline units, mutual self-organization is a collective
phenomenon. 48
As spontaneous branching is not an inherent feature of
classical crystallization processes, we attribute this to these
strong dipole fields which drive nanoparticle aggregation and
mesoscale transformation, and similar collective fields were
already discussed 45 •48 and experimentally evidenced 48 for
fiuoroapatite growth. Strong dipolar effects (instead of
possible diffusion limitation effects) could also be evidenced
by the observation of a rare defect structure where two
mesocrystals sedimented in close proximity on the support
and continued their growth in a coupled fashion (Fig. 10).
Although meanwhile observed in a number of cases, it is still
exciting to us that such mesocrystals grown from nanocrystals
can exhibit a dipolar character, whereas single crystals of the
same material cannot, due to crystal symmetry reasons. We
have attributed this to a dissymmetry of surface changes on
the structure-constituting nanocrystals,30 as the observed
preferential growth direction (the c-direction of wither ite) only
offers the possibility of highly charged crystal splitting planes,
which are stabilized by the adhering polymers.
Future work will address the importance of electric fields
and electric bonding on structure formation by performing
crystallization in outer electric fields or quantification of local
fields, similar to the recently described fiuoroapatite case. 49
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